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Designer: centro studi interno

Structure: pinewood, multilayer and plywood.

Spring system: elastic webbing.

Seat Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester padding, covered with white linen and a thin polyester mattress 
sewn to the covering. 

Back Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester padding, covered with white linen and a thin polyester mattress 
sewn to the covering. Fiber (synthetic fiberfill) back cushion.

Arm Interior: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester padding, covered with white linen and a thin polyester mattress 
sewn to the covering. 

Removability: entirely removable.

Mechanisms: all recliner versions are available with electric metal 
mechanism operated by a touch pad positioned on the seat side. Also 
available with rechargeable battery (versions D32/D33/E97). The depth of 
the chair with open recliner is 150 cm.

Standard feet: P633A in PVC with non-skid rubber tip, h 3 cm. Some 
versions may be equipped with hidden feet with a supporting structural 
function.

Please note: corner footstool version (B33) is meant to be used 
exclusively as a corner piece. Corner version (000) and special ottoman 
version (790) are not available with fabric patterns that need to be 
aligned. The model is completely finished on each side; each single 
element is covered also on inner sides. 

________
With the reservation of carrying  for production purposes and without advanced notices 
modifications on the materials, coverings and dimensions of the product as indicated in the 
relevant specification. The given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being 
subject to the production process tolerances. For normal use, the following maximum loads 
are recommended: Armchairs max. 120 kg, 2-seat sofas max. 200 kg (2x100 kg), 3-seat 
sofas max. 240 kg (3x80 kg). Use with loads exceeding the indicated values may cause the 
sofa/armchair or its components to break.

Density of seat and back 
Markets Seat Back

I 35 Medium 22/ fiocco

D - NL - CH

USA - California 35 soft 22/ fiocco soft

GB 35 fire retardant 25/ fiocco fire 
retardant

Others 35 Medium 22/ fiocco
Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Coverings
suggested not suggested not possible 

thick leathers 

thin elastic leathers 

natural leathers 

fabric* 

microfibre* 

leather + split 

DeLuxe 

multi colour** 

multi-category** 

multi covering** 

Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.

* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Components / Optional vers.

Feet

P633A

Ottoman

635
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hip hop sfod.premium 828
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

version code

Description

L 116
H93 D116 SH42 SD62

000

corner

L 108
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

110

1 right arm 
facing chair

L 108
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

120

1 left arm facing 
chair

L 79
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

130

chair without 
armr.

L 110
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

173

elec.rec.chair 
1arm raf

L 110
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

174

elec.rec.chair 
1arm laf

L 187
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

240

2 1/2 seater

L 217
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

300

3 seater

L 79
H93 D155 SH41 SD118

400

chaise longue

L 80
H44 D89 SH- SD-

635

rectangular 
ottoman

L 76
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

A32

chair x

L 62
H44 D89 SH- SD-

A99

ottoman_x

L 90
H44 D90 SH- SD-

B33

corner footstool

L 62
H44 D89 SH- SD-

B35

ottoman_y

L 110
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

D32

rhf 
recharg.el.recl.chair

L 110
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

D33

lhf 
recharg.el.recl.chair

L 79
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

E95

elec.recl.armless 
chair

L 79
H93 D96 SH41 SD59

E97

rech.el.recl.armless 
chair

L 106
H93 D97 SH42 SD59

T71

corner chair

L 99
H46 D99 SH41 SD-

790

special ottoman

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X69

b35 + a32 + a32 + 
a32 + a99

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X70

400 + b35 + 130 + 
t71 + 130

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X71

130 + 130 + b33 + 
130 + 635
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

version code

Description

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X72

400 + 130 + 130 + 
t71 + t71 + 635

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X73

400 + 130 + t71 + 
130

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X74

400 + 130 + t71 + 
t71 + 130 + 635

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

X83

400 + 130 + a99 + 
t71 + 130

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W05

174 + 130 + 000 + 
130 + 130 + 400 + 

790
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**Multicolor (different colors belonging to the same 
material)   YES


  NO

**Multicover (combination of different materials) 
  YES


  NO

1st color
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

2nd color
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

3rd color
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

1st cover
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

2nd cover
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

3rd cover
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

**Multicategory (different categories belonging to the same 
material)   YES


  NO

Available in single covering (single color, fabric or microfiber), in two tones (2 colors in the same article of fabric or microfiber) 1st 
col.: frame; 2nd col.: back cushion; or in multicovering (2 different articles of fabric or microfiber) 1st cov. (fabric or microfiber): frame; 
2nd cov. (fabric or microfiber): back cushion. Versions 635 – 790 – A99 – B33 – B35 are available only in single covering and single 
color (fabric or microfiber).
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